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Antifogging surfaces with hydrophilic or even superhydrophilic wetting behavior have

received significant attention due to their ability to reduce light scattering by film-like
condensation. However, major challenges still remain in achieving high-speed
antifogging performance and revealing the hydrophilic-based antifogging mechanism of
transparent materials under aggressive fogging conditions. Herein, with inspiration from
the fog-free properties of the typical Morpho butterfly wing scales, a monolayer SiO2 film
with multiscale hierarchical pagoda structures (MHPSs) was designed and fabricated
using a bio-template method. The biomimetic monolayer film (BMF) composed of
nanoscale SiO2 displays excellent antifogging properties. The MHPS-based BMF keeps
high transmittance (∼95%) under aggressive fog conditions. Moreover, it instantaneously

recovered to a fog-free state (<5 s). Moreover, the underlying active antifogging strategy gathering initial fog capture and final
antifog together was revealed. Such novel properties mainly benefit from the synergistic effect of both hydrophilic chemical
compositions (nanoscale SiO2) and physical structures (biomimetic MHPSs) of the BMF. High-speed active antifogging
performance of the biomimetic materials enables the retention of a high transmittance property even in humid conditions,
heralding reliable optical performance in outdoor practical applications, especially in aggressive foggy environments.
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